What We Have Done Last Week

Since Bayram we didn’t have face to face meeting. We have spoken over msn 1 times. All of the members has gone to hometown. We have only spoke what we will do and what are the assignments.

What We Will Do Next Week?

We have really busy schedule after this week. We have a lot work to do. We have to be prepared to first presentations. Addition to this there is a lot work to do in codes. After these, we have to move on new technologies to add our application. Next week we planned to work on tag clustering and associating them each other.

What I Have Done Last Week

Arif UGUREL

Since bayram i was in my hometown. Most of my time goes to family relations. I have looked at written codes and tried to develop them. It was a beatiful and holiday-like week. I start to work harder after this week.

Ruslan ABDULLA

As it was holiday, I could not spend much time on working for project. However since I work a lot with javascript coding, I learned how to gain speed in coding, with tricks and learning debugger firebug.

Bugra HASBEK

This week i read some jsp tutorials to solve a particular problem with jsp. I couldn't work much because of bayram.